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THE ROLE OF COMMUNICATIONS

AN UNPRECEDENTED LOGISTIC
OPERATION

AN ESSENTIAL COMPONENT OF THE MISSION

OVERCOMING OBSTACLES
DURING THE COMBINED MOBILE ADVISORY AND TRAINING TEAM IN SÉVARÉ
Once the Combined Mobile Advisory and
Training Team (CMATT) in SÉVARÉ was concluded,
the long return journey had to be completed by the
troops. The trip was planned for two days; day one
was to be spent between MOPTI and MARKALA with
day two travelling from MARKALA to KOULIKORO.
On the eve of the journey, the contracted cargo and
recovery vehicles arrived at the camp to support the
trek back to KOULIKORO.
On February 21st at 0700 the vanguard pulled
out, reconnoitring the route before the remainder of
the two convoys followed. That was when the first
incident happened. All the military vehicles had
been refuelled the day before, but not the hired
flatbed. This vehicle was escorted to a petrol station
to fuel up and then it joined the convoy that was
already leaving SÉVARÉ. At 1100 there were
electrical problems in the military VEMPAR
recovery vehicle in the middle of TION. The vehicle
had lost all functionality.

Before EUTM Mali temporarily
suspended all training activities, the Base
Defence Instructor Course took place
over three weeks at the KTC and it was
attended by several trainees of the MaAF.

EUTM Mali conducted a Topography
Advanced Course for Officers and Noncommissioned Officers belonging to two
different branches of the MaAF, the Army and
National Guard, at the KTC.

EUTM Mali signed a contract with
an international company to provide the
Mission with a Role 2E field hospital.
This contract will be extendable
according to the needs of the Mission.
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OVERCOMING OBSTACLES
DURING THE COMBINED MOBILE ADVISORY AND TRAINING TEAM IN SÉVARÉ
Once the Combined Mobile Advisory and Training Team
civilian flatbed, but the winch didn’t have the capacity to lift the
(CMATT) in SÉVARÉ was concluded, the long return journey
weight and broke. So, with both the flatbed and the VEMPAR now
had to be completed by the troops. The trip was planned for
inoperable, towing the VEMPAR with an RG31 was the safest
two days; day one was to be spent between MOPTI and
solution whilst the civilian flatbed followed under its own steam.
MARKALA with day two travelling from MARKALA to
The Mission Force Headquarters (MFHQ) in BAMAKO was
KOULIKORO. On the eve of the journey, the contracted cargo
immediately informed of the need for a crane to load the VEMPAR
and recovery vehicles arrived at the camp to support the trek
onto the flatbed.
back to KOULIKORO.
With that purpose and anticipating that movement to an
On February 21st at 0700 the vanguard pulled out,
assembly area to accommodate these new means of recovery
reconnoitring the route before the remainder of the two
would take time, the vanguard and the first part of the convoy were
convoys followed. That was when the first incident happened.
ordered to continue to MARKALA as initially planned.
All the military vehicles had been refuelled the day before, but
At 1435, shortly after leaving the town of TION and after
not the hired flatbed.
several kilometres of very slow progress, the column stopped
This vehicle was escorted to a petrol station to fuel up and
because the tow hooks on the VEMPAR had broken.A tow bar was
then it joined the convoy that was already leaving SÉVARÉ. At
used on the only remaining hitch of the VEMPAR.
1100 there were electrical problems in the military VEMPAR
However, the FP performed a reconnaissance a few kilometres
recovery vehicle in the middle of TION. The vehicle had lost
away to establish an assembly area, which the second part of the
all functionality. The Force Protection (FP) Commander
convoy occupied. The MFHQ was informed of the position
informed the lead elements
coordinates and the
of the convoy that there was
impossibility of further
At 1630 there wasn’t much light left;
an issue and the convoy
The order received
refuelling the vehicles for the night and the progress.
halted to unload the LINCE
was to hold the position until
that was being transported
the arrival of the requested
order to be prepared to leave at short notice
on the VEMPAR as a reserve
recovery means and a safe
was
given.
A
total
of
three
refuelling
patrols
vehicle. Then at 1200, an
360-degree defence plan was
attempt was made to winch
adopted. At 1630 there wasn’t
were organised.
the VEMPAR onto the
much light left;
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Refuelling the vehicles for the night and the order to be
prepared to leave at short notice was given.
A total of three refuelling patrols were organized. The
second included the CMATT Commander and the Executive
Officer, whose purpose was, in addition to refuelling, to liaise
with the local authorities.
After filling up the tanks, the SAN Police Station was
located.

At 0945, the VEMPAR was towed with the RG31 to the Police
Station. The rest of the Force left the assembly area and waited in
SAN to form the convoy.
The crane had not yet appeared and the driver was still not
picking up the phone, making his exact location impossible to
determine. Going back to the same position at night, in another
assembly area or inside the town wasn’t safe.

Therefore, at 12:15 the movement started towards MARKALA,
the location that should have been reached the previous afternoon,
leaving the VEMPAR and the flatbed in SAN, waiting for the crane.
The authorities were informed and proceeded to prevent
movements in the area where the EUTM Mali Forces were
deployed.
After returning to the assembly area, night was about to
fall, the defence plan and security arrangements had been
drawn up. At 0530 and sunrise the crane had not yet arrived.
The crane driver reported that he was in BLA, just over a
hundred kilometres from SAN and he had suffered a puncture,
so he couldn’t reach the CMATT location.
The options presented by the CMATT Commander to the
EUTM Mali Mission Force Commander were assessed and it
was decided to tow the VEMPAR to the SAN Police Station,
keep the position until 1200 and wait for the arrival of the
crane.
At 1400, about seventy kilometres from SAN and about forty
from BLA, the convoy crossed with the crane going in the opposite
direction and finally the position of the recovery means was known.
At 1640 the crane started the lifting process to mount the VEMPAR
on the platform. At 1715 the convoy reached MARKALA and joined
the rest of the CMATT that had been there since the previous day.

If the crane didn’t arrive before that time, the vehicle
would be left in front of the Police Station together with the
flatbed on which it was to be mounted and the movement
towards MARKALA would continue.
In case of a later recovery, the Malian means would be
moved to SEGOU and MARKALA to join the convoy.

At 1815 the VEMPAR loaded on the gondola and the crane
started the movement towards SEGOU. This movement was done
during the night and in the morning of February 23rd it was already
in SEGOU. The convoy left MARKALA at 0830 and reached
KOULIKORO at 1300 of that third day of travel, completing the final
stretch without incidents.
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PREPARING THE
BASE DEFENCE
BASE DEFENCE INSTRUCTOR COURSE – 22/04/20

Before EUTM Mali temporarily suspended all
training activities on April 3rd 2020, the Base
Defence Instructor Course took place over three
weeks at the Koulikoro Training Camp and it
was attended by several trainees of the Malian
Armed Forces (MaAF).
The aim of the course was to provide
selected MaAF Officers and Non-Commissioned
Officers with the knowledge base and
instructional techniques to successfully train
soldiers in Base Defence.
The trainees learnt to apply uniformity in
content and procedures of Base Defence
Tactics, Techniques and Procedures and to
identify
the
elements,
missions,
and
responsibilities of a Security Force. They also
focused on how to develop Standard Operating
Procedures.
This was underpinned by learning
instructional skills in order to allow them to
instruct their fellow Soldiers on their return to
unit.
In the final phase of the course, in line with
EUTM Mali's guidelines, the military adopted
individual protection measures to prevent
COVID-19 in Mali, thus contributing to the
collective security of all stakeholders without
compromising the success of this training.
From April 3rd 2020, all EUTM Mali training
activities have been temporarily suspended.
This suspension is a necessary precaution in
line with the best medical advice to ensure the
safety of MaAF personnel, local Malians and
EUTM Mali personnel against COVID-19.
EUTM Mali keeps safety, maintains security
levels, and continues to work towards preparing
to resume, as soon as possible, our normal
posture.

SUPPORTING THE
FORCE CONJOINTE
DU G5 SAHEL
THEY RECEIVED COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT – 16/04/20
The Force Conjointe du G5 Sahel received communication equipment in
the presence of EUTM Mali members on 31st mars 2020.
The European Union supported the purchase of several fixed stations,
satellite phones and solar recharge kits.
EUTM Mali training activities have been temporarily suspended due to
COVID-19 and the measures taken; but EUTM Mali keeps its capabilities,
safety, maintains security levels, and continues to do his work, preparing to
reassume, as soon as possible, his normal posture regarding its training
activities.
EUTM Mali maintains the ability to continue providing advice, mentoring
and support to the Malian and G5 Sahel authorities.
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LEARNING TO READ MAPS
TOPOGRAPHY ADVANCED COURSE – 24/04/20
Before temporarily suspending all training activities on
April 03rd 2020, EUTM Mali conducted a Topography
Advanced Course for Officers and Non-commissioned Officers
belonging to two different branches of the Malian Armed
Forces (MaAF), the Army and National Guard, at the Koulikoro
Training Camp. Initially planned as Topography Instructors
Course, due to the temporary suspension of all training
activities its duration was reduced. It was adapted for
Topography Advanced Course and took place between 09th
March and 03rd April 2020. The trainers from the Education and
Training Task Force (ETTF) of EUTM Mali provided the Malian
trainees with the requisite knowledge and instructional skills
necessary to operate as topography instructors.
The course had the following training objectives: to provide
students with the professional knowledge required to act as
topography instructors; to develop the ability to deliver basic
topography training; and to develop the ability to utilise the
correct instructional approach and to ensure uniformity in
content and procedures of topography instruction at unit level.
Furthermore, the course also developed trainees to the
required level so that they can effectively plan, co-ordinate,
and execute topography training, at the squad and platoon
level, by day and night.
The course developed all students to be competent and
efficient navigators by day and night, in all weather conditions,
specifically for the conduct of military operations. The trainees
displayed great motivation during the fast-paced training that
increased in intensity as the course progressed. In the final
phase of the course, in line with EUTM Mali's guidelines, the
military adopted individual protection measures to prevent
COVID-19 in Mali, thus contributing to the collective security of
all stakeholders without compromising the success of this
training. From April 3rd 2020, all EUTM Mali training activities
have been temporarily suspended. This suspension is a
necessary precaution in line with the best medical advice to
ensure the safety of MaAF personnel, local Malians and EUTM
Mali personnel against COVID-19.
EUTM Mali keeps safety, maintains security levels, and
continues to work towards preparing to resume, as soon as
possible, our normal posture.
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EUROPE DAY
09/05/20
Seventy years ago, the then French Foreign
Minister, Robert Schuman, proposed the
establishment of the European Coal and Steel
Community.
This Community is regarded as the cornerstone
of the European Union (EU).
Today around 430 million people live today in
the 27 member states of the EU and over 700 of
them are serving in our European Union Training
Mission.
In Europe and around the world, EU in action!
We work for human security towards a safer world.
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AN UNPRECEDENTED
LOGISTIC OPERATION
THROUGH MORE THAN A DOZEN FLIGHTS - 06/05/20

In the context of COVID-19 in Mali, EUTM Mali has
adopted preventive measures, in accordance with the
Malian authorities and the guidelines of the World
Health Organization, in order to mitigate the risk of
contagion and thus ensure the health security not only
of the EUTM Mali members but also of the Malian
Armed Forces (MaAF) trainees and the local
population.
Therefore, EUTM Mali temporarily suspended
training activities on 3rd April 2020. As a result of this
measure, the Mission has carried out an
unprecedented operation since the 14th April 2020, in
a concerted effort between the Military Planning and
Conduct Capability (MPCC), nations and the different
entities in Mali, to reduce its workforce, maintaining
essential capabilities at the level of Force Protection,
Medical support, advisory pillar and the Command
and Control structure. This major logistic operation
has been performed through more than a dozen
national military flights.
Our aim is to resume all EUTM Mali activities as
soon as the situation allows us to do so safely. We
remain in Mali and continue to implement our mandate
in providing necessary advice, mentoring, and when
the situation permits, training, to our partners in the
MaAF and G5 Sahel Joint Force.

THE ROLE OF
COMMUNICATIONS
THE J6 BRANCH - 11/05/20
The
mission
of
the
Communications and Information
Systems (CIS) Cell, known as J6
Branch, is to assist the Mission Force
Headquarters (MFHQ) in providing
the best Cyber Defense in addition
to the advice and support of the
EUTM Mali Command, Control,
Communications and Computer
(C4) Capabilities.
Regarding the military CIS
planning, J6 assures the provision of
operational/tactical links, the CIS
logistic to the MFHQ, the Koulikoro
Training Camp (KTC) as well as the
decentralized activities.
On the CIS support, the J6
Branch acts in a wide range of
activities from maintaining the
SATCOM capacity, operating and
supervising
the
VHF
radio
networks, managing all the network
infrastructures, ensuring the secure
network
connections
between
MFHQ and KTC and maintaining a
helpdesk support to the benefit of
the Mission.
In addition, the J6 Cell
works towards the continuous
improvement of processes and the
optimization of the CIS resources
employment.

With a Team of six military
personnel from four different
contributing nations, Portugal,
Spain, Italy and the Czech Republic,
the J6 Branch is able to overcome all
adversities associated with the type
of mission support. In short, the J6
cell plays a key role in the conduct
of the Mission's crucial activities,
training and advisory.
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AN ESSENTIAL COMPONENT OF
THE MISSION
BASE DEFENCE EXERCISE - 05/05/20

A Base Defence Exercise (BDE) was
conducted within Koulikoro Training Centre on
28th April 20.
This type of activity is completed on a
regular basis and is the key for setting up an
efficient and joint security procedure in our
compound.
All military personnel took part as
everybody has a significant role to perform in
the overall defence of the Camp.
In summary, conducting a BDE remains
an essential component of EUTM Mali military
training as we have to be ever vigilant to ensure
we give an effective and appropriate response to
any threat and maintain that EUTM Mali is always
prepared no matter the circumstance.
As ever, we stay safe, maintain security
levels, and continue to do our work, preparing to
resume our normal posture.
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ENSURE THE MEDICAL SUPPORT
ROLE 2E REINFORCED FIELD HOSPITAL - 04/05/20

On 24 April 2020, EUTM Mali signed a
contract with an international company to
provide the Mission with a Role 2E reinforced
field hospital.
This field hospital will be fully
equipped and capable of providing Damage
Control Resuscitation (DCR), Damage Control
Surgery (DCS) and secondary health services.
Deployed within the Koulikoro
Training Camp, it will work alongside the
various elements already in place and the units
of EUTM Mali.
In order to provide a quality service
while guaranteeing the safety of medical
personnel, four armoured ambulances and
one non-armoured ambulance will reinforce
this new field hospital.
Initially scheduled to run until the 31st
December 2020, this contract will be
extendable according to the needs of the
Mission.
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FIGHTING COVID-19
DECONTAMINATION WORKS AT THE MFHQ - 28/04/20

EUTM
Mali
conducted
a
decontamination activity on 27th April 2020. A
professional decontamination team composed of
four members carried out decontamination
works at the Mission Force Headquarters in
Bamako. They used personal protective
equipment, canisters and BUDENAT ® LM G 447
which is a tested agent anti COVID-19 to perform
a decontamination programme. This included 16
vehicles, 13 rooms, 2 offices and 15 air
conditioners.
Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, our
aim is to resume all EUTM Mali activities as soon
as the situation allows us to do so safely.
Meanwhile, EUTM Mali keeps safety, maintains
security levels, and continues to do its work,
preparing to resume its normal posture.
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A TIRELESS CAMPAIGN
DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES - 13/05/20

Usually, the Force Protection (FP)
units include in their weekly planning the
cleaning of their living and working areas, as
well as periodic decontamination after each
activity of their materials, vehicles and
equipment. Apart from this, specific needs are
responded by having a FP unit permanently
available to carry out these tasks.
Therefore, all FP units have been
trained in decontamination procedures and
they have been assigned specific equipment
for this purpose: in addition to the usual
gloves, masks and glasses, which are
mandatory,
portable
decontamination
sprayers, plastic protective masks and specific
uniforms, are used for this purpose.
Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, our
aim is to resume all EUTM Mali activities as
soon as the situation allows us to do so safely.
Meanwhile, EUTM Mali keeps safety, maintains
security levels, and continues to do its work,
preparing to resume its normal posture.
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